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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Compiler Status
On July 16, 1975 NASA/SSD conducted the HAL/S Configuration
Inspection (CI) at Intermetrics in Cambridge, MA. As a result
of this meeting the HAL/S compilers were formally accepted by
NASA for use on the Space Shuttle Program.
In a sense the CI was the culmination of 5 years of develop-
ment in bringing HAL from an RTOP concept to an operational
language and compiler. Figure 1-1 traces this development
showing the contracting party as well as the general objective
of the work. Figures 1-2 and 1-3 list all the HAL/S compiler
deliveries up to the date of CI. Of course the earlier versions
were d9velopmental milestone releases.
As of the CI, the current status of the compilers may be
summarized as follows:
The HAL/S-360 compiler is operational and in daily
use at several installations.
This compiler accepts HAL/S source and emits IBM 360 machine
code for either: (1) any compatible IBM 360/370 computer;
(2) the Software Development Laboratory (SDL) at NASA/JSC.
• The HAL/S-FC compiler is operational and in daily use
at IBM/Houston and Rockwell/Downey.
This compiler accepts HAL/S source and emits IBM AP-101
machine code. This code may be executed on; (1) the AP-101
itself; (2) the AP-101 interpretive computer simulator within
the SDL or on any compatible IBM 360/370 computer.
0 All User and System Documentation has been published
and is up to date.
0 A maintenance document is under development.
In order to properly baseline the compilers, a Configuration
Index was prepared and presented at the CI. This Index, in
terms of 360/OS entities is shown in Figures 1-4 and 1--5.
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MAINTENANCE
FC-8
	
APRIL 15, 1975
FC-8.1
	
APRIL 23, 1975
FC-8.2	 APRIL 30,	 1975
FC-8.3
	
MAY	 7, 1975
FC-8.4
	
JUNE	 4, 1975
FC 3 5	 J	 21	 1975
3 6 0
	 COMPILER
DEVELOPMENT
RE: LEASE SUMMARY
MAINTENANCE
360-1 APRIL 13, 1973 360-12 APRIL 16, 1975
360-2 JUNE 15, 1973 360-12,1 APRIL 23, 1975
360-3 AUG,	 1, 1973 360-12,2 APRIL 30, 1975
350-3,1 AUG,	 30, 1973 360-12,3 MAY	 7, 1975
360-4 OCT,	 1, 1973 360-12.4 JUNE	 4, 1975
360-5 Nov,	 19, 1973 360-12,5 JUNE 25, 1975
360-6 FEB. 25, 1974
360-7 MAR, 29, 1974
360•-8 JULY	 8, 1974
360-8,1 JULY 13, 1974
360-9 AUG,	 9, 1974
360-9.1 AUG,	 30, 1974
360-9,2 SEPT,
	 5, 1974
360-10 OCT.	 29, 1974
360-10.1 Nov, 29, 1974
3BO-11 FEB,	 3, 1975
363-11.1 MARCH 23, 1975
Figure 1-•2
F 	 COMPILER RE_EASE SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT
FC-1	 JAN, 22, 1974
FC-2
	 APRIL 29, 1974
FC-3
	 JULY 19, 1974
FC-4 SEPT, 27, 1974
FC-4,1 Nov. 6, 1974
FC-4.2 Nov, 15, 1974
- ,	 UNE
FC-5	 Nov. 29. 1974
FC-5	 JAN. 6, 1974
FC-6,1
	 FEa. 13, 1975
FC-6,2	 MARCH 2, 1975
FC-7
	 MARCH 31, 1975
Figure 1- 35
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HAUS-360 CON : 13URATION INDEX
DESCRIPTION APPROX. SIZE
HALS360.MON ITOR OS Load Module - Contain	 several programs:
WNITOR - Control S 9mont of Compiler 151; bytes
HALLINK - HAL/S-3C0 Link Editor Big bytes
RUNMOW	 - Control S,gr,ent of Stand Alone Diagnostic 12K bytes
System
SUDMON	 - Control S, grient for Diagnostic Request 51; bytes
Lanquaqe	 rocessor
SDFPXG	 - Simulatiei	 Data File Access Package 8K bytes
HALS360,COMPILER XPL Object Module - The cxccutable HAL/S-360 Compiler 535K bytes
HALS360,ERRORLIB OS Partitiored Source Module - Text for individual a:ror 1200 cards
messa ges issued by c:)tpiler
HALS363.Ru:ILIB OS Load Module - Runtime Library for IIAL/S-360 451C bytes
HALS360,DIAGPROC XPL Object Module - Dia3rostic Request Language Processor 25K bytes
HALS360.STPLIB OS Load Module - Alternaie FSIM Statement Processor Library 25K bytes
HALS,RUNASM OS Partitioned Source Micule - Source of runtime library 12,400 cards
(assembler)
HALS,WNW OS Partitioned Source M)c ule - Macro library for HAL/S-360 '300 cards
system	 (assembler)
HALS.SDFPKG.ASI9 OS Partitioned Source M x ule - Source of Simulation Data 1,600 cards
File Access Package	 (assembler)
HALS,DIAG,ISTC.[1ACLIB OS Partitioned Source Module - Macro library for Stand 400 cards
Alone Diagnostic Sys--en (assembler)
HAYS-360 CONF GURATION INDEX (Con's)
DSN
	
DESCR PTIM
	
APPROX. SIZE
HALS,MONASM
	
OS Partitioned Source 11c?sle - Source for Compiler 6C00 cards
Monitor and 11ALLICK 	 (assembler)
IIALS,STPGEN,ASM	 OS Source Module - Condi:ional assembly statements to 40 cards
generate alternate ::titoment processors
HALPASSL REL12V5,SOURCE 	 XPL Source	 for Compile:-	 ?hase I 15N	 car.:s
dALPASS2,11EL12V5,SOURCE	 XPL Source for Compile:	 'hase II 13K	 c,:rjs
dALPASS3,REL12V5,SOURCE 	 xPL Source for Compile.' ?hase III 4K Cards
XCOii,LEON29	 OS Load Nodule - Control Segment for XPL Compiler 7K bytes
XCOIIL INK. G"IP63	 XPL Abject Module - XP:, "ompiler 134K b}tes
XPL,LINKLIB5	 XPL Source - Library for XPL compilations 150 cards
XPLZAP	 XPL Object Modua_e - Pros. am for performing field patches 17X bytes
to compiler modules
IGIW
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HALS101.SUPPORT
HALSIOI.COMPILER
HALSIOL RUNLIB
HALSIOI,NUCLEUS
HALS101.10ITOR
HALS101,ERRORLIB
HALSIOL KONLIB
HALSFC,RUNASM
HALSFC.RUNMAC
HALSFC.ZCONASM
HAL/S-FC CONIIIURATION INDEX
DESCR PTION
OS Load Module - Contai.is support software for GPC
ASM101 - Assembler (As delivered by Owego)
• LNK101 - Link Eci.or (As delivered by Owego)
SIM101 - Simulato , (As delivered by Owego)
• HALUCP - User cen.rol program for simulator to
trap similated I/O and provide diagnostic
support
XPL Object Module - T.`e executable HAL/S - FC Compiler
AP-101 Load Module - Fu: time library for 1(AI,,'S -FC
Source - Link Editor co n trol cards to include SVC and I/O
handler
OS Load Module containitg control segment for Compiler
OS Partitioned Source M o dule - Text for individual error
messages issued by c,mpile-r
AP-101 Load Module - Ca;tains long, indirect branch
addresses (ZCONS) fo; all library members and entry
points
OS Partitioned Source 4c duie - Sourco for runtime library
(AP-101 assembler)
OS Partitioned Source W.dule - Macro library for HAL/S-FC
system (AP-101 assembler)
OS Partitioned Source 4(dule - Source for ZCoN library
(AP-l41 assembler)
APPROX, SIZE
31K bytes
542K bytes
6K HW
I card
I
15K bytes
'1200 cards
I
600 H•,a
8500 cards
200 cards
1200 cards
HAL/S-FC COi41 11URATION INDEX (COWT)
DSN
	
DESCI .IPTI ON
	
APPROX. SIZE
HALS .310NASM
HALS , RUNI-IAC
HALPASSI,RELIM.SOURCE
HALPASSMELF8V5, SOURCE
HALPASSMEL12V5.SOURCE
OS Partitioned Sourc(- ' loeule - Source for compiler monitor
(360 assembier)
05 Partitioned Source :todule - Macro library for compiler
monitor ( 360 assenb .er)
XPL Source for compile- Phase I
XPL Source for compile, Phase 11 (FC code generator)
XPL Source for compile, Phase III
3000 cards
200 cards
15K cards
14K cards
4K cards
^} r Vv7^{
4-xp 2003..
Figure 1-5
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1.2 Development Experience
The HAL/S compilers have been developed in a changing
environment but under configuration control since December,
1972. All changes and discrepancies have been formally
reported through Change Reports and Discrepancy Report
mechanisms, i.e.
LCR's for Language Change Requests
PCR's for Program Change Requests (non-language)
ICR's for Interface Change Requests (to SDL, FLOC, etc.)
DR's for Discrepancy Reports
A composite summary of this activity shows that as of
June 24, 1975:
132 LCR's were submitted, 77 were implemented;
54 PCR's were submitted, 29 were implemented;
327 DR's were recorded, 260 were applicable.
It is interesting to note the trends concerning these
data. As indicated in Figure 1-6, LCR activity has been
steadily decreasing from a mid-development high of 14,
implemented in 360-8 (July 1974), to only 2 new language
features in the CI compiler releases of June, 1975. PCR
activity, on the other hand, is still fairly active, reflecting
desired changes in system interfaces, diagnostics and code
optimization improvements. This activity may be expected to
continue through the fall of 1975 based on recent decisions
to go ahead with AP-101 micro code changes and further HAL/S--FC
code generation optimization.
The patterns of verified discrepancies, up to CI, have
been analyzed and are plotted in Figures 1-7 and 1-8 in terms
of "latency" value. Latency is defined as the number of releases
that a bug remains in the system between introduction and
discovery. Figure 1-7 seems to indicate that for HAL/S--360
the bugs found are not particularly correlated with the most
recent compiler change activity (i.e. the most recent compiler
releases). This is better shown in Figure 1-9 where, for
example, discrepancies found in 360-12 (dotted line) could have
been introduced in almost any previous release. The data
suggests the following tentative conclusions:
-6-
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LCR'S vs Cli'lPILER RELEASES
NUMBER OF LCR'S	 LCR'S SUBMITTED:	 132
24	 IMPLEMENTED	 LCR'S IMPLEMENTED:	 77
2z
(MARCH 31, 1975)
20
18 .
16
14
Iz
I C'	 3C^
8
6	 1
'2
1
HAL/S COMPILER RELEASES
360	 1 0 2,3 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 4	 10	 11	 12
FC	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 8
CALENDAR	 16/73	 1 74	 W	 7/74	 1/75	 /75
Figure i-6
LATENCY FUNCTI( N FOR HAL/S--360
{AGGREGATE OF 310-8, 9, 10, 11, 12)
NUMBER OF
âR'3 FOUND
16	 RELEASES; 360-8, 9, 10, 12, 12
14	
f
12	
.TALL
10
8
6
4
^__. _^ X360-12
73 FOUND
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2	 ^\ ONLY	 %	
,N,
fz-
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Figur, 1-7
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20
16
12
8
4
32
28
24
20
16
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8
4
DISCREPAACIES I413DUCED BY RELEASE
FOR THOSE FO'll^ ) IN RELEASES
360-8, 9, 1), 11, 12
860-12
.- - fi
360- 1,2,3
	
4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11-	 12
Figure 1-8
TURIIING TO HAL/S-FC
• LATENCY FUNCTION 1') MORE HIGHLY CORRELATED
• RECENT CODE ACT IVI'Y AFFECTS BUG DISCOVERY TO A
GREATER EXTENT
RELEASES	 FC- 11, 5, 6, 7, 3
73 FOUND
AVE.= 1.66
FC-8 OJLY
2. 87
0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
Figure 1-9
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• For HAL/S-360
r	 1) Newly discovered bugs appear "equally likely"
to have been introduced in any of the previous
releases.
2) LCR, PCR and DR activity does not of itself
introduce a significant number of secondary
bugs.
3) The HAL/S--360 compiler is a stable, mature,
operational program.
• For HAL/S -FC
1) Newly discovered
to recent change
to the fact that
by new optimizat
maintenance.
2) HAL/S-FC is less
discrepancies are more correlated
activity. This is probably due
FC development has been characterized
ion features in addition to
stable than HAL/S-- 360.
3) However, the HAL/S-FC compiler is operational and
its absolute DR performance record and frequency
are tolerable.
It should be noted that the number of DR's reported is a
function of both compiler integrity and the frequency of use.
The more users, the greater the chance of finding something.
The non-uniformity of use over compiler development will tend
to distort statistical inferen rgs and any conclusions should
be tempered by this fact.
1.3 Performance Objectives
The performance objectives for the HAL/S compilers were
established at the Preliminary Design Reviews and documented
in the Compiler System Functional Specification documentsl,2.
Of particular interest here is the stated HAL/S-FC requirement
on generated object code:
"The object code produced will not exceed that produced
via hand-coded assembler language methods by more than
"15% in either memory requirements or execution time.
The corresponding HAL/S-360 performance was set at 20%.
3
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A major portion of the CT was devoted to the presentation
of data demonstrating the achieved performance of the HAL/S
compilers. This data was collected during the first half of
1975 as the result of a coordinated "acceptance test" activity
among Tntermetrics, NASA, IBM/Houston, and IBM/OWEGO. The
emphasis was on the HAL/S-FC compiler.* As a result of the CT
acceptance tests and procedures, Intermetrics was able to
derive the following:
HAL/S-FC size inefficiency: 11-130 over assembler language
HAL/S-FC speed inefficiency: 9-11% over assembler language
Based on examination of the data, methods and conclusions,
NASA accepted the HAL/S--FC compiler.
In the sections that follow the acceptance test objectives
and procedures are first described, the raw results are then
presented and analyzed and finally, conclusions and observations
are drawn. An appendix is also included containing an illustra-
tive set of compiler listings and results for one of the test
cases.
Intermetrics did present some interesting but inconclusive
data concerning the HAL/S-360.
-10-
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2.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES
The effort to define and conduct compiler acceptance
testing was formulated under NASA direction in January, 1975.
The overall plan called for establishing a representative set
of benchmarks, coding them in both HAL/S and AP-101 assembler
language and then comparing performance. It wac recognized
very early that the higher order language/assembler language
comparisons are influenced by many variables and may be sub-
ject to varying interpretations. In order for the exercise
to have acknowledged validity it would have to be carefully
designed and controlled, with all parties participating and
congnizant of its progress.
Intermetrics, the compiler developer, and IBM/Houston,
the compiler user, approached the task from different points
of view. Intermetrics first suggested benchmarks that re-
presented theoretical HAL/S usage. That is, the selected
routines contained a wide sample of HAL/S constructs designed
to correspond to expected Shuttle applications. IBM was more
interested in HAL/S performance as it related to "real"
Shuttle code. Many of their sizing and timing estimates for
the Shuttle Approach and Landing Test (ALT) and Operational
Flight Program (OFP) were based on a HAL/S performance of
15% in size and speed and they desired a true reading of the
delivered product. The IBM approach was adopted and 14 test
routines were established as the acceptance set. The routines
were selected from HAL/S coding done by IBM/Houston, Intermetrics
and Draper Laboratory. Each routine was approved by both
Intermetrics and IBM before being incorporated into the set.
Because of time and resource limitations, it was decided
to use the routines themselves as the test specifications
instead of generating abstract word representations. In
other words, once establishing that originally coded routines
would properly execute, they formed the test baseline from
which the HAL/S vs. assembler language exercise could begin.
Intermetrics was immediately aware of the fact that the
"performance" of these routines would not compare favorably
with assembler langauge and in fact would be significantly
improved in a straightforward manner by simply changing the
HAL/S source code. That is, a good assembler language coder
could be expected to do better than the compiler on these
baseline routines, but so should a good HAL/S programmer.
The separation of effects on performance, of compiler design
and human source code ingenuity, proved to be a continuing
: problem. In the final analysis it was partially accounted
for by numerous iterations and cross-fertilizations of the
resulting HAL/S and assembler language solutions.
In order to insure an objective comparison, and also
inject an element of competition, IBM/OWEGO was selected
to program the routines in AP-101 assembler language while
Intermetrics would produce the HAL/S code. It was very
important to establish a set of groundrules, at the outset,
that would result in valid comparisons and stand up under
scrutiny. There would be plenty of opportunity for
misinterpretations due to run time environments, different
conventions, presumptions about data, timing algorithms, etc.
2.1 Acceptance Test Groundrules
	1.	 The original set of 14 routines coded in HAL/S would
serve as the test baseline.
	
2.	 Execution results would be based on initialization
data for each routine. These data areas would be
established and held constant throughout the testing
exercise.
	3.	 Assembler language routines would be coded as total
substitutes for corresponding HAL/S modules, i.e.
a) FCOS interfaces would be maintained.
b) the data base established for the HAL/S routines
would be frozen and accessed by assembler language
code.
c) where assembler language routines needed and called
library functions already existing in the HAL/S
system, these same library routines were to be used
with the same conventions as HAL/S.
	
4.	 READ and WRITE statements were to be placed in routines
calling the tests so that the data base before and after
execution could be observed and the results easily compared.
	
5.	 All timing information was to be gathered using the AP-101
interpretive computer simulator running in HI-F1 mode.
	
6.	 While meeting the above requirements, the programmers,
using either language, were free to improve the size
and/or speed performance of their routines by such
-12-
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devices as:
in--line loops vs. subroutines
straight line code vs. loops
common sub--expression elimination
redesign of execution order
elimination of redundant decision points
etc.
With respect to this last point (6), there was no doubt
that both groups would be striving to compare "best" HAL/S
against "best" assembler language. This was felt justified
because of the iterative aspect of improvement. That is,
given a routine already coded, it seems always (or almost
always) possible to improve it. This occurred time and again
during this acceptance effort. On many occasior.s Intermetrics
would receive from IBM/OWEGO an assembler code version which
out-performed, by far, the latest attempt using hAL/S. More
often than not the HAL/S code could be further improved,
sometimes exceeding assembler language performance. The
reverse was also true. By the CI* both groups were convinced
that each had benefited from the designs and "clever" ideas
of the other, and that for the most part the results reflected
compiler performance and not human ingenuity.
Figure 2-1 depicts the process described above. After
selecting the examples (1), and establishing the data bases (2),
each group attempted to run and improve their respective
routines (3). At first execution was stand-alone (4) in
order to check out operation, interfaces, use of simulator, etc.
Eventually the official data base was used (5), results were
compared and the routines rewritten (6) to improve performance.
Best against best, and the pressure of schedule, produced the
final, results (7).
*In fact, coincident with CI and for a few weeks thereafter
IBM/Houston saw further areas for improvement in the
Assembler language code. Using similar design approaches
Intermetrics re-worked one of the corresponding HAL/S
routines and also experienced better performance. The raw
data related to this post--Cl exercise is included in the
discussions in Section 5.
Av
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2.2 Test Objectives
2.2.1 Primary Objectives
Simply stated, the primary o!-J ective of the acceptance
test exercise was to establish the performance of the HAL/S-
^o	 FC. compiler with respect to the Shuttle applications programming
task. The performance was to be stated in terms of size and
speed inefficiencies over comparable assembler language coding.
..
	
	
IBM and NASA had previously decided to code the Flight
Computer Operating System ('COS) in assembler language, thus
performance demonstration was confined to the application
areas of: guidance, navigation and control (GN&C); user
interface (UI); and systems management (SM).
2.2.2 Secondary Objectives
The collection of a large amount of compiler performance
data afforded the opportunity of reporting on several other
interesting characteristics of HAL/S development and usage.
Since the baseline set of routines was compiled using FC-5,
an unoptimized compiler, and new data was to be collected
using FC-8, the demonstrated benefit of the FC-8 optimization
features could be measured directly. This would be achieved
simply by compiling and executing the identical source using
both compilers.
In an effort to demonstrate "best" HAL/S performance,
Intermetrics intended to improve the original sources. The
differences in resulting performance between "old" and "new"
sources, using the same compiler (FC-8), would then be a
measure of the influence of programmer experience on size and
speed.
Thus two measures became secondary objectives of
the study:
(1) degree of improvement due to optimization;
(2) effect of programmer experience.
-15-
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2.2.3 Data Collection
The data collected is best explained by discussing
the "results template" used for each test routine. The
templates for size and speed are shown below.
SIZE PERFORI .INICE DATA:
(1) (g) {3} 4 (5) (6) (7)
Original 8 Improve- Inpr wed $ Improve- Independent % HAL/5
HAL/S Code ment HAI,/. Code ment Assembler Inefficiency
Size	 (HW) {1)-f2) Si:e	 (HW) (2)-(4) Languagesize	 {)!W) {4)-(6)..._^..
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
SPEED PERFORPINICE DATA;
(1) (2) (3) (9) (5} f6) (7)
original
HAL/S Code
(usec)
S improve-
ment
{1f-{2}
^ -_
Irp_oved
HP.L%S Code
(Usec)
$ Improve-
meet
{ 21 ^(4)
Independent
Assembler
Language(usecl
% HAL/S
Inefficiency
{4)-(6)
__r6T^
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
N.A. N.A..
The % measures are designed to answer the performance questions
most often asked; i.e. what % improvement was achieved by a
new compiler, or through programmer experience; and what % in--
efficiency is HAL/S over assembler code.
The results achieved for each routine are presented
in terms of these templates in Section 3 of this report.
With respect to Size Performance, columns (1) and (2)
indicate the code size in AP-101 half-words (M using FC-5
and FC-8 respectively. Column (3) contains the % improvement.
Note that only code size will be measured, since both compiler
and assembler language code utilize identical data areas. After
the HAL/S source is improved, this "best" size is entered in
column (4). Column (5) then reflects the improvement of "new"
source over "old" source using FC-B. The assembler language
size appears in column (8) and the HAL/S size inefficiency (over
assembler language) is entered in the last column (9).
The speed data is similarly presented. Timing for original
source using FC-5 was "not available"; therefore columns (1) and
(3) will not Contribute to the study.
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2.2.3.1 End--to--End vs. No Libraries. The question of how to
measure the execution time for a routine, and what is a proper
comparison between HAL/S and assembler Language caused a certain
amount of difficulties in gathering and interpreting data. Two
points of view were expressed:
	
..	 (1) the HAL/S compiler represented an integrated design
of code generator and libraries and therefore timing
data should be computed "end-to-end". That is,
performance should be measured based on the total
	
g "	 time it takes to execute a routine from entry to exit.
(2) since the HAL/S libraries are themselves written in
	
•	 assembler language, the time spent in the libraries
is not a true measure of compiler efficiency. There-
fore, by subtracting the time in libraries from the
total, the performance of the code generator can be
deduced.
This second point of view was, in some cases, easier to
state than to measure. No particular problem existed where both
HAL/S and assembler language routines used the same libraries.
But when the assembler language design elected to compute a
function in-line and the HAL/S routine accessed a library
function then direct comparison became difficult. In such cases
it was decided to subtract the library time from the HAL/S total,
and the "functional library" time from the assembler language
total. The functional Library '-,.:ing the in-line code performing
the library function. On occasion it became difficult to decide
what belonged to the function and what didn't.
For the most part Intermetrics subscribed to the first
point of view, considering the HAL/S compiler product as an
entity. IBM was inclined toward the second. In the final
analysis, both types of data were collected and integrated
before arriving at the final performance figures.
3.0 TEST ROUTINES AND RESULTS
Fourteen routines were selected to form the baseline set
w	 for acceptance testing. This set consisted of examples identi-
fied by IBM/Houston from their implementation effort, or
p'	 contributions by Draper Laboratory and Intermetrics which
closely resembled expected use. All routines were reviewed and
approved by IBM and Intermetrics before being incorporated into
--	 the baseline.
3.1 Functional Description of Each Routine
3.1.1 The "GNC" Subset
.:^ z.
Test No. 1: SECOND
—
ORDER
—
FILTER
This routine by the Draper Laboratory implements a second
order discrete linear recursive filter.
Test No. 2: MEASINCORP
This routine by Intermetrics implements an optimal filtering
algorithm which incorporates external measurements into position
u•	 and time components of the state vector. 1 compool is involved.
Test No. 3: G FILTER
This routine by Intermetrics implements a recursive linear
least squares filter which estimates gyro drift on the basis
of differencing platform altitudes. 1 compool is involved.
Test No. 4: This routine by IBM/Houston calculates the
TACAN azimuth from the state vector, the measurement residual,
and the vector of azimuth partials; the routine also computes
the variance of the azimuth measurement error.
Test No. 5: ELCOM
This routine by IBM/Houston computes several Shuttle
elevator commands.
Test No. 6: GCB YR CE
This routine by IBM/Houston represents the yaw/roll
control element and performs aileron, rudder and nose-Wbeel
processing for yaw/roll flight control modes.
Test No. 7: GRI RGA FDIR
This routine by IBM/Houston performs fault detection
indication and recove--'y ,FDIR? far the rate gyro assemblies.
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Test No. 8: GRE 3ELEM
This routine by IBM/Houston performs the necessary 3-
element processing as determined by the FDIR status.
Test No. 9: GGJ AL FDCMD
This routine by IBM/Houston performs functions for the
Approach and Landing (A/L) Flight Director Command Processor
for roll and pitch.
3.1.2 The "UI" Subset
Test No. 10: DMC DISPLAY
This routine by IBM/Houston determines the starting
location of one of four display format buffers. 6 compools
are involved.
Test No. 11: DMC-NEW-DISPLAY
This routine by IBM/Houston performs control data main-
tenance and logic in order to output the background format
control words (FCW's) to the display electronics units (DEU's).
Test No. 12: DMC FILL BACK GROUND FCWS
This routine by IBM/Houston locates the background FCW's
and issues appropriate SVC's to send the FCW's to the DEU's.
3.1.3 The "SM" Subset
Test No. 13: SAS-ANALOG-SCALE
This routine by IBM/Houston converts parameters from
pulse code modulation (PCM) units to engineering units, and
vice versa. S compools are involved.
Test No. 14: SAS POLYSOL
This routine by IBM/Houston performs several polynomial
solutions as determined by SAS-ANALOG-SCALE.
3.2 Summary of Prograzmning Features
Taken together the 14 routines exercise most of the program-
ming features available in HAL/S. These are summarized in matrix
form in Figure 3-1,
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Language Features Exercised within Test Routines
Language
Feature
Acceptance Test Number
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9 10 11 12 13 14
Integer 3 3 3 	 3 3 3 3 3 3
Scalar 3 3 3 J 3 3 3
Vector 3 3 +^
Matrix 3 3 +^
Bit Strings 3 	 3 J J 3 3
Booleans 3 3 3 3
Array r 3 3 3 	 3 3 3
Structure 3 3 J 3 3 3 3
Subscript 3 3 3 3 J	 3 3 3 3 3 3
BUILT--IN FUNCTION r 3 r 3 3 3
IF Then ELSE 3 J 3 3 3 3 	 3 3 3 J 3 v" i
DO CASE 3 3 	 J 3
DO FOR 3 3 3 	 3 3 3 3
DO WHILE I ^	 3 3 3
REPEAT/EXIT/RETURN I	 3
Procedure 3 3 3 3 3 I I	 3 3 3
Function 3 3 3 i	 ,/ !f
Compool 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
REPLACE 3 3
REENTRANT/AUTOMATIC 3
NAME Variables 3 3 3
TEMPORARY 3 3 3 3
Figure 3-1
3.3 Test Results
The results of the acceptance tests are presented in
Figures 3-2 to 3-15 in terms of a standard template for each
routine. The specific numbers shown were achieved, in general,
just be'_- CI and reflect numerous iterations in trying to
reach "L,^st" HAL/S and "best" assembler language. In the cases
of Test Nos. 13 and 14, final results were obtained shortly
after CI and have been included in this report.
In trying to improve the performance of the original
routines by altering the HAL/S source code, Intermetrics
was guided by a few general principles. These may be summarized
as follows:
1) attempt to reduce the number of decision points
in any control flow
2) use the structured control statements DO WHILE, EXIT
and REPEAT instead of artificial data, e.g. flags, first time
values, and additional IF-statements for loop control
3) use RETURN expressions for multiple FUNCTION return
points instead of creating temporary variables for the
same purpose
4) simplify expressions which are computed iteratively
(i.e. within loops)
5) attempt to reduce the frequency of variable bit
subscripting
6) when logic branches (DO CASE, IF) result in different
selections of essentially the same code, try to eliminate
explicit code by introducing subscripted forms
7) consider size/speed tradeoffs; execution time can
be reduced, sometimes significantly, by unravelling inner loops
8) attempt to reduce frequency of very complicated sub-
scripts through introduction of temporary NAME variables.
NOTE: items (4), (5) and (8) are now subjects of compiler
optimization efforts.
'. i
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A summary of data is presented in Figures 3--16 and 3-17.
Figure 3-16 shows performance for "best" HAL/S vs. "best"
assembler language, with and without libraries (also see
discussion in Section 2.2.3.1). Figure 3-17 lists
improvements in HAL/S results, using FC-8, attributable
to programmer experience only.
As an example of the data collection process for a single
routine, the computer listings associated with Test No. 8,
GRE 3ELEM, are included in the Appendix. The set contains
the original HAL/S source listing specifying the test, followed
by the "best" source as modified by Intermetrics. Next comes
the IBM/OWEGO assembler language code. The interpretive
computer simulator trace shows execution and basic timing
data. The final listing is that of the data base before and
after the test. The data base transformation indicates whether
or not the test executed successfully.
In preparation for the CI, a great deal of data was
collected and recorded for the fourteen routines. It then
became a question of meaningful analysis throuqh the applica-
tion of appropriate measures.
-23-
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Figure 3-2
	
TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 l
	
TEST NAME: SECOND ORDER FILTr R SOURCS. Draner Laboratory
FUNCTIONAL GROUP:
	 G21C
FUNCTXONAL D SCRIPTION:
	
	
Second order discrete linear recu . iv
filter
PROGRkMMING CHARACTERISTICS: Array subscrintina Scalar arith mgtic
SIZE PERFOR+'MCE DATA:
Original
F.:'L/S code
Si_e	 (Ii17)
a 2 ,7reva^
mant
(]}-(2)
Im orove3
HAL/S Coda
Size	 (hw)
€ 
Imp rove-
r,.ent
(2)-(4)
Independent
AS SC-h1er
Language
Size	 (i1W)
o	 Li p,	 /5
IneE ficiency
=C-5 FC-8 FC--8
93 91 2,2 77 15A 64 I	 20,71
SPCED PERF0R' , :A:aCE DATA:
(1) (2) (3) W (5) '(6) (7)
Original $ Improve- Imp nived $ ::,mprove- Independent A HAL/S
HAL/S Code ment HAL,3 Code ment Assetibier Inefficiency
(Usec) (1)-(2) (113uc) (2)-(4) Language (4)-(6)
(1) --C2-T-- (usee) (6)
FC . i Tc- 8 FC- 8
N.A. 249.7 N.A. 234.5 6.10 213.5 9.8
356.3 345.3 3.10 326.7 5.7
QLr
_
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Figure 3-3	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.;	 2	 TEST NAM-91 :	 MEASINCORP	 SOURCE:	 Intermetrics
FUNCTIONAL GROUP: 	 GNC
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION;
	
Optimal filtering algorithm to incorporate
external measurements into position and time
components of the state vector.
PROGRA..MING CHARACTERISTICS. n-dimensional Vector/Matrix, l Compool
SIZE PERFOR."AINCE DATA:
(l) 	 1	 (2) (3) (K) (5) 1	 (6) 1	 (7)
original Improve- Improved Improve- Independent 6 HAL/S
HAL/5 Coda meet HA L/S Code rrent Assez: 31ar Inefficiency
$ize	 (Irl) t]I Size	 (HW) ( 2)- (4) Language
 (;iW)
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
350 450 13.2 316 29,8 263 17,9
^ r
SPEED PERFJRii^:;;%E DATA:
i
(1) (2) (3) (4s (5) {6) (7)
Original
HAL/S Code
(usec)
8 Improve-
ment
(1)-(2){1
Improved
HAL/5 Code
(133,1C)
3 Improve-
mert
(2)-(4)
-- ( 2)
Independent
Assembler
Language
(usec)
•3 HAL/S
Inefficiency
(4)-(6)
---T6T-
FC-5C-8 FC-8
N.A. 16327.8 N.A. 15507.6 5.0 14674.4 5.7
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IFigure 3-4	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 3	 TEST NAME:	 G FILTER	 SOURCE: Intermetrics
FUNCTIONAL, GROUP:
	
G'X
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
	
Re cursive linear least squares f ilter which
estimates gyro drift on the basis of differing
;p latform attitudes.
PROGRAMMING CHARACTERISTICS:
	
Arrays of 3-vectors , 1 Comuool
SIZE PERFORMANCE DATA:
Ili	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Original Improve- Imp roved % Improve- Independent % HAL/S
HAL/S, Coda ment HAL/s Code mart Assembler Inefficiency
Size	 (HW) Size	 (HW) (2)-(4) LanguageSize	 ( HW) (4)-(6)(1^^_ _T2_F,.
__F6
FC-5 FC-8 F'C-8
577 606 10.5 308 49,2 256 20,3
SPEED PERFORMIANCE DATA;
{ 1 }	 (2) (3) (4 (5) (6) (7)
Original $ Improve- impnwed $ Improve- Independent •% HAL/S
HAL/S Code ment HAL/3 Code ment Assembler Inefficiency
(µsec) {1}-(2) ( µsec)
 (2)-I4)
Language (4)-(6)
`T1  
- (2-7-- (µsec} 6 )
rC-5 'FC-^ 8 FC-8
N.A. 2161.7 N.A. 976.3 54.8 -874.1 11.7
4432.9 1817,3 58.1 1857.9
-2.2
OF pooQPAe,,v
-	
)t
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do
Figure 3-5	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 4	 TEST N;L%E: GNC TACAN AZ	 SOURCE: IBM
FUNCTIONAL GROUP:	 GNC
FUNCTTONU DESCRIPTION:	 Calculates the TACAN azimuth measurem.en . f rQ*n
the state vector, the measurement residual, and the
azimuth partials vector and selects the variance of
the azimuth measurement error.
PROGRAMMING CHARACTERIS I
 ICS: 3 vectors, 3Z3 spa t ri raG . Same ar-a) arc
SIDE PERFORMANCE DATA:
{1)	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Original 1^ Improve- Inpraved Improve-- Inde pendent % HAL/S
HAL/S. Cade ment HAL/S Cade ment Assembler Inefficiency
Size	 (HW) _ 7 size	 (Hw) (2)(2)- (4)
Language 
Size	 (.11W) (4)-(6)(6)
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
123 100 T13.7 93 7.0 132 09,5
SPEED PERFORMANCE DATA!
(1)	 (2) (3) (4 t5) {6) (7)
Original
HAL/S Code
(usec)
8 Improve-
ment
{1)-(2)
(IT—
improved
HAL/3 Code
(Us .ec)
•$ Improve-
ment
(2)-(4)
—
	
--
Independent
Asse:rbler
Language
(usec)
•% HAL/S
Inefficiency
(4)-(6)
—T-6T--
FC- 5 'FC- 8 FC- 8
N.A. 1050.2 N.A. 872.2 16.9 735.4 18.6
s
q
t
y
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Figure 3--6	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 5	 TEST DIAL:	 E LCOM	 SOURCE: IBM
FUNCTIONAL GROUP:	 rnzr
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Computes various elevator
corunand variables.
PRO^SR,PL AlING CHARACTERISTICS:
	 IF- THEN-ELSE, Sg@ l ar A rrays
user function calls.
SIZE PERFOR'vAi CE DATA:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
original. g Improve- Improved S I.-,prove- Independent 6 HAL/S
HAL/S Code ment FAL/S Code men'. 1%sse:;ler Inefficiency
Size	 (Hw) (l)--(2) Size	 (F'W) (2)°(4)
--
Language
Size	 (NW) (4)^-(6)—ay- ) =M
FC-5 FC-8 PC-8
193 131 6.2 166 3,3 133 20.3
SPEED PERFORMANI Cr DATA.
1)	 (2) (3) {4 (5) (6) (7)
original % Improve- Improved $ Improve- Independent A HAL/S
HAL/S Code ment HAL/ 5 Code meat Assembler Inefficiency
(Usec) (1)-(2) (usac) (2)-(4) Language (4)-(6)
— 1) - ) (usec) —
PC-5 "FC-8 FC-8
N. A. 448.8 N.A. 442.2 1.5 418.4 5.7
459.6 446.0 3.0 422.6 5.5
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Figure 3-7	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 6	 VEST NARE	 GCB-YR CE	 SOURCE:	 IBM
FUNCTIONAL GROUP: 	 GNC
FUNCTIO\AL DESCRIPTION: 	 Yaw/Roll (Roll /Yaw) Control Element will perform the	 ,.)
aileron, rudder, and ncsawheel rocessin of less than
25 11z for all Yaw/Roll (Roll/Yaw) fiiaht control modes.
PROGR.MMING CHARACTERISTICS: 	 IF-THEi1-ELSE, Integer and Scalar arithmetic.
User proc/funs calls_.
SIZE PERFOWANCE DATA:
{1} (2) (3) {	 ) (5) (6) (7)
Original Ir-?rove- ImprovedHAL/S Code
$ Improve-
ment
Independent
Assarbler
£	 I F.I /S
inefficiency
HAL/S Code [rer.t
Size	 (HW) {1)-(2) Size	 (:iw) (2)-(4)
Language
Size	 (Hw) L4)(
_(6
& om
FC-5 FC-8 F C--8
117 114 2,6 10n 593 98
10,2
SPEED PERFONKA;ICE DATA:
(1) k2) (3) (4- (5) (6) (7)
Original 8 Improve- improved I Improve- Independent •% HAL/S
HAL/S Code ment HAL/S Code ment Assembler Inefficiency
(usec) (1)-(2} (usec) (2)-(4) Language (4)-(6)
- 1 -	 - (usec) —	 --
FC-5 PC_8 FC-8
N.A. 70.1 N..:a. 70.1 0.0 68.3 2.6
122.1 116.3 4.8 113.9 2.1	 7
i
ii
F5
'	 3
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Figure 3-8	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.;	 7	 TEST NAME: G12I RGA FDIR	 SOURCE:	 IBM
FUNCTIONAL GROUP:	
GNC
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Performs FAIR functions for the rate gyro
assemblies.
PROGRA-%U-TING CHARACTERISTICS; Bit strings, AI1Ding, ORing,
Bi t partitioning
SIZE PERFT 'AI NCE DATA:
^(1)	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
original
HAL/S. Code
g Improve-
meat
Improved
iiiL/5 Code
I .m,p reve-
sent
Inde nndan :
Asse-viler
i
Inefficiency
Size	 (::'r:) {1	 2} Size	 ( HW) {2) La nyuagaSize	 (,iW) ^4j(6^o)
7C-5 FC-8 :C-8
;^69 267
	 ^, 7 165 38.2 137
3
20A
SPEED PEREOWIANCE DATA:
(1)	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (F} ('}
original $ Improve- Impr-]ved Improve- Irdenar.dent A FAL/S
HAL/S Code meet HAL/S Cade ment Assembler Inefficiency
(usec) (1)-(2)
(1)
(uses) (2)--(4)
--(2)
Language
(usec) (4)-(6)
--T6-)
FC-5 FC-8 PC-8
N.A. 504.3 N.A. 143.9 12.4 4'53.3 --2•1
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Figure 3-9	 TEST DESCRIP
TEST NO.:	 8	 TEST NAME; GRE 3ELEM	 SOURCE:	 IBM
FUNCTIONAL, GROUP:	 GNC
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
	
Performs the 3 element processing asdetermined
PROGRA^M.MING CHAILACTERISTICS; If-I'AhN, DU CAGE
Single hit selection, integer arrays.
SIZE PERFGRr^4NCE DATA:
(1) (2) (3) (4) {5) (6) (7)
Original % Improve-- Inproved Improve- Independent % HAL/S
H.,L/S Code meet HAL/S Code Trent Asze..mbler Inefficiency
Siue	 (HW) I1	 3 Size	 (HW) (2))
Language
Size	 (HW) ( 4)	 ?a
FC-5 FC-8 FC-S
220 194 138 28,9 100 38,0
SPEED PERFOR«r
(1)
origi
H.0/S
(Use
FC- 5
N. A.
Figure 3--10
	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 9	 TEST NAME:	 GGJ_AL_rDCMD	 SOURCE:	 T)3r.4_
FUNCTIONAL GROUP: 	 GN C
FUNCTIONAL, DESCRXPTION;
	
Performs the functions of the A/L flight-
Director Command Processor for roll and pitch.
PROGRA,%MING CHARACTERISTICS: Scalar arithmetic, IF-THEN-ELSE user--
functions.
SIZE PERFQRM,4ACE DATA:
(1) 1	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
original % Improve- improved Improve- Indapendent % H.,L/S
H zr•/S . Cade ment HAL/S Code Ment ;,,S£e.:aler Inefficiency
Size	 (MI) (1)-(2) Size	 (HW) (2)-(4) LanguagaSize	 (H'r.)
(4)-{6}
T--
t 5
FC-5 FC-B FC-8
140 134 4. 37 104 22, 47 84
	 j 23.8
SPEED PERr"JRIMA;ICE DATA:
(1} (2} (3) (4 (5) {6) (7)
original % Improve- Improved .$ improve- 'Independent A HAL/S
HAL/S Code ment HAL/S Code ment Assembler Inefficiency
O sec) (Z}-(2) (Usec) (2)-(4) Language {4}-(6)
(2) (ysec)
1=C-5 ?C-B PC-B
N.A. 221.9 N.A. 146.3 34.1 131.9 10.9
1169.7 654.2 44.1 u47.8 1.0	 J
I
r3	 ^	 I	 !	 f	 I	 ^	 I
Figure 3-11
	
. TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST HO.: 10	 TEST NAME: DIMC DISPLAY	 SOURCE:	 IBM
FUNCTIONAL GROUP:	 UI
FU\CTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
	
	
_Dotermines the starting location of a Disn].ay Format
Table within one of four Display Format Buffers and if
not found in any of to four	 i- h-n r- ,Ause a
Mai* MAnory read to load the p roT)er display into a
FROGRTM,4ING CIIARACTERISTICS: 	 ° ^ uu,p c^vL^, xr-3nr..^ — n^ac ,
Integer arith., bits with subscripting structures.
SIZE PERFORMANCE DATA:
(1)	 I	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7}
Original % Improve- Irnroved % Improve- Independent % HAL/S
F-!.L/S Code ment HA:./S Code :rent Asser:aer Inefficiency
Size
.1 (1}	 ) Size	 011w} (2)- ( 4) LanguageSize (M) (4)(6(o)
FC-5	 FC-8 FC- 8
330 365 3.9 166 54,5 214 -22.4
SPEED PERWR:" .ICE DATA:
(1)
	
(2) (3) (4) (5)	 (6) (7)
Original
HAL/S Code
(11sec)
$ Improve-
ment
- - I
Improved
HAT./3 Code
(0 si cc)
8 Improve-
ment
-- ( 2)	 -
Independent
Assembler
Language(:jsec)
1 HAL/S
Inefficiency
--T6--
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
N .A. 377.9 N.A. 303.5 19.7 320.9
-5,d
i
_ r
Y 
w	
Gv
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1Figure 3-12
	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TL3T NO.: 11	 TEST NAME:	 DMC_NEW DISPLAY	 SOURCE: IBM
VUNCTIONAL GROUP:	 Ul
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
	
New Display Processing is to gcrform UI rontrol
 data
'maintenance and logic necessary te_cantrol autout of
baPkground FCW's to the DSU's.
PROGRAMMING CHARACTERISTICS: Same as Test 010
SIZE PERFORI'Ai2CE DATA;
(}} (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (?}
Original Imorove- Imp roved $ Improve- Independent EAL/S
HAL/3 , Code merit HAL/S Code ment zsst_Mbier Inefficiency
$ize	 (HSQ) ( -TTT2} Size	 ( HW) (21) LanguageSize	 OW) (41	 ( 6)
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
271 206 24.0 199 3,4 138 44.2
SPEED PERFORRANCE DATA;
(1) I2) (3) (4_ (5) (6) (7)
original
HAL/S Code
(usec)
$ Improve-
ment
(1)- ( 2)
—TIT—
Improved
HAL/3 Code
(vs^lc)
Improve-
ment
(2)-(4)
—T--
Inde pendent
Assembler
Language
(U sec)
€ 
HAL/S
Inefficiency
(4)-(6)
— 6^
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
N.A. 114.3 N-A, 111.1 2.3 101.3 9.7
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Figure 3-13	 TEST DESCRIPTIONd
DMC FILL BACK-
TEST NO.:	 12	 TEST NAME: G"ROU!7D-'CWS	 SOURCE: ^ TBM
FUNCTIO2IA.L GROUP:	 Ul
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:	 Locate the background	 11I	 /O
PROGRA.%LMING CHARACTERISTICS:
SIZE PEREORin NCE DATA:
(1}	 (2) (3) (4} (5) iG} (%)
Original Improve:-- Imp roved 3 Improve- Inde pendent 8	 ?L/5
HAT/S Code ment HAL/S Code mant Asze:^lar Inefficiency
Size	 (I,4) M-(2) Size	 (HW) ( 2)	 ()) LanguageSize	 (H'el) (G)-(5}—{6
FC-a FC-8
723 I	 689
I
4,7 256 62.8 292 -12.3
SPEED PERFJAW,iA„CE DATA:
{1) (2} (3) W (5) (6) (7)
original
HAL/S Code
(usec)
8 Improve-
ment
(1)-{2)
-- I --^
Improved
HAL/S Code
ius.,c)
t Improve-
meet
(2)-(4)
s-	 t 2
Independent
Assembler
Language
{usec }
A HAL/S
Inefficiency
(4)-(6)
--T67 --
FC-5 FC-8 FC-8
N.A. 907.7 N.A. 884.7 2.5 •730,8 21.1
Figure 3-14	 TESL' DESCRIPTION'
'PEST NO.: 13	 TEST NAME: SAS —ANALO G—SCALE 	 SOURCE: IBIS
FUNCTION..' GROUP:	
SM
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Performs the logic necessary to ^onvert par ameter
values from PCM units to engineering units or from
engineering units back to PC*I units.
PROORA.:' l:`G CHARACTERISTICS:	 5 Compools IF--THEN-ELSE Array subscri ptin ,
Booleans, Structures.
SIZE PE RFGRKAN CE DATA:
(1)1
	
( 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Original $ Imp rove- improved % Improve- Independent a HAL/S
HAL/S Code went HAT,/S Code meat Asse. bler Inefficiency
Size	 (11w) {3) Size	 (HW) (2)^=(^ LanguageSize	 (H44} (4)-(6)
FV-5 FC-8 FC-B
274 212 22,6 23(3' -12.3 208 14,4
SPEED PERFORMANCE DATA:
(1) (2) (3) (4` (5) (6) (7)
original Improve-- tmpro ved $ Improve- -Independent A HAL/5
HAS,/S Code ment HAL/S Code ment Asserbler Inefficiency
(used) (i)
-(2} W sec) (2)-(4) Language (q)-(6)
-- ^-- ^2^ (VSec) (6)
FC-5 TC-8 FCC--8
N.A. 111.3 N.A. 111.3 0.0 112.8 -1.3
268.7 268.7 010 206.8 29,9
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Figure 3-15
	 TEST DESCRIPTION
TEST NO.:	 lQ	 TEST. NAn: SAS POLYSOL	 SOURCB:	 IB11
FUNCTIONAL GROUP:	 SM
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Performs the various order polynomial backwards
solutions as determined by SA.1;—	 OC_SCA ^.
PROG:tn%DIING CHA_ZACTERISTICS: 	 Integers, bit st.rinc;s , arrav subscripts ,__
Structures.
SIZE PERFORMANCE DATA:
{1)
	 I	 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Original % Improve- Improved % Improve-- independent ra HAL/S
HAL/5 Code ment HAL/S Code rent Asse-'	 ler inefficiency
Size	 (HW) (1)-(2) S i z a	 (Hw) (2)-(4) LanguaseSize
	 (HW) (4)-(6}(2) (6)
IC-5 FC-8 FC-8
113 110 2,7 .37 20,9 Gs 31,8
d
SPEED PERFORMA-110E DATA:
(1) (2) (3) (5) (6) (7)
	 I
Original
HAL/S Code
(µsec)
FC-5	 IC-$
Improve-
ment
Impr+,ved
HAL/3 Code
(u;rc}
I Improve-
ment
(2')
•Independent
Assembler
Language
.% HAL/S
Inefficiency
(6)
PC-
N.A. `=21.6 N.A. 868.2 5.8 594.3 46,1
f
!i
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY,
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HAL	 ASSEMBLY HAL ASSF BLY
GROUP TEST tt SIZE	 SIZE % TIr1E	 (ENO-lib) TIME	 (No-lib) (110-lib)
1** 77 64 20.3 234.5	 (234.5) 213.5	 (213.5) 9.8	 (9.B)
345.3	 (345.3) 326.7	 (326.7) 5.7	 (5.7)
2 316 268 17.9 15307.6	 (1433.1) 14674.4	 (1262.5) 5.7	 (13.5)
3 308 256 20.3 1817.3	 (1722.7) 1857.9	 (1857.9) -2.2	 (-7.3)
976.3	 (931.7) •	 674.1	 (874.1) 11.7	 (6.6)
4 93 132. -29.5 872.2	 (92.7) 735.4	 (93.5) 18.6	 (-0.9)
G 5 166 138 20.3 446.0	 (285.7) 422.6	 (262.3) 5.5	 (8.9)
N 442.2	 (281.9) 418.4	 (258.1) 5.7	 (9.2)
C 6** 108 98 10.2 70.1	 (70.1) 63.3	 (6B.3) 2.6	 (2.6)
116.3	 (116.3) 113.9	 (113.9) 2.1	 (2.1)
7** 165 137 20.4 443.9	 (443.9) 453.3*	 (453.3)* -2.1	 (-2.1)
8** 138 100 38.0 592.5	 (592.5) 418.5	 (418.5) 41.6	 (41.6)
836.3	 (836.0 772.3	 (772.3) 8.3	 (8.3)
9 104 84 23.8 654.2	 (221.9) 647.B	 (215.5) 1.0	 (3.0)
146.3	 (146.3) 131.9	 (131.9) 10.9	 (10.9)
Sub-total 1475 1277 15.5*23501.0 (7754.9) 22129.0	 (7322.3) 6.2*	 (5. TF
U 1G** 166 214 -22.4 303.5	 (303.5) 320.9	 (320.9) --5.4	 (-5.4)
I ll** 199 138 44.2 111.1	 (111.1) 101.3	 (101.3) 9.7	 (9.7)
12** 256 292 -12.3 384.7	 (884.7) 730.B	 (730.8) 21.1	 (21.1)
Sub-total 62 644 --3.6 1299.3	 1299.3 1153.0(1153.0)- 12.7	 12.7
S 13** 238 208 14.4 268.7	 (268.7) 206.8	 (206.8) 29.9	 (29.9)
M 111.3
	
(111.3) 112.8	 (112.8) -1.3	 (-1.3)
14** 1	 87 66 31.8 868.2	 (868.2) 594.3	 (594.3) 46.1	 (46.1)
Sub-total 325 b 1248.2	 1248.2 13	 IT. 9) 6.6(36.6nT"
TOTAL
1
2421 2195 10.3 26048.4	 (10302.4) 24195.9	 (9389.2) 7.7*	 (9.7*)
(
* Aggregate % Improvement
** Routines using no HAL/S libraries at all.
Figure 3-16 HAL/S-FC ACCEPTANCE TEST RAW DATA
("Best" HAL/S vs. "Best" Assembler Language)
iFigure 3-17. Size and Speed of Original and Improved HAL/S
Source using FC-8
GROUP TEST d SIZE TII4E
VERSION VERSION
9 q
ORIGINAL IMPROVED IMPROVED ORIGINAL I IMPROVED IMPROVED
1 91 77 15.4	 % 249.7 234.5 6.1
356.3 345.3 3.1
2 1150 316 29.8	 % 16327.8 15507.6 5.0	 3.
3 606 308 49.2 4432,9 1817.3 58.1	 %
• 2161.7 976.3 54.8	 $
4 100 93 7.0	 a 1050.2 872.2 16.9	 `R
G'
5 181 166 8.3
	 % 459,6 446.0 3.0	 S
N 448.8 442.2 1.5
C 6 114 108 5.3	 g 70.1 70.1 0,0
122.1 116.3 4.8
7 267 165 33,2	 g 504.3 443.9 12.0
8 194 138 28,9	 y 579.7 549,5 -9	 I.
{ 1 1103.9 836.3 24.2	 2
9 134 104 22.4
	
9, 1169.7 654.2 44.1
221.9 146.3
	 1 34.1	 9;
Sub-
Total
2137 1475 31.0	 P* 29157.7 23501.0 1	 19.4	 $*
10 365 145 60.3 377.9 166.9' 55.8	 .g
U
I-
11 206 199 3.4	 9,' 114.3 111.1 2.8	 2
12 689 248 64.0	 % 907.7 802.5 11.6
	 %
Sub- 1260 592 53.0	 % 1399.9 1080.5 22.8	 %*
Total
S 13 238 238 0.0	 5 268.7 268.7 0.0
	
9,
111.3 111.3 0.0	 $
14
14 110 87 20.9
	 Y 921.6 868.2 5.8	 $
Sub
Total 348 325 G.6	 %* 1301.6 1248,2 4.1	 ^*
- -3745 _-2392 36.1	 %* 31859.2 25829.7 18.9
Aggregate %-improvement
ORIGINAL PAGE JS
OF POOR QUALYU
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4.0 DATA ANALYSIS
In order to arrive at a performance characteristic for
the HAL/S-FC compiler a number of candidate measures were
considered. Fundamentally, each measure involved the averag-
ing of the collected data by a particular algorithm. The
basic approaches were as follows:
• The performance can be based on the set of routines
taken as an aggregate.
In this approach all the routines are viewed as,
members of a single program. For example, the program size
is the sum of the sizes of all the routines. Size comparison
is then based on total HAL/S size vs. total assembler language
size. The effect of this measure is to give more weight to
the larger and more time consuming routines.
The performance can be defined as the average performance
of the routines taken individually.
In this approach, the % inefficiency of each routine
is first computed and then all "o-values" are averaged to
arrive at compiler performance. The effect of this measure
is to equalize the weighting of each routine.
The performance of the HAL/S-FC compiler can be based
on the expected applicability of HAL/S to Shuttle
application programming.
In this approach, the routines are grouped into
the applications categories designated by IBM/Houston:
guidance, navigation and control (GNC), systems management (SM),
user interface (UI). The performance of each group is first
assessed (by either of the two methods above) and the groups
are combined using appropriate weighting factors. The effect
here is to tie more closely the compiler performance to the
intended applications. However, the performance values become
a strong function of the selected applications weighting factors.
• The speed performance can be evaluated with and
without libraries.
The intention here is to gain specific insight into
the code generation facility of the compiler.
• Minor variations of all of the above can )^e postulated.
After giving careful consideration to these approaches
it became apparent that the "correct one" was a matter of sub-
jective judgement. In order to enhance objectivity and promote
the credibility of the results, it was decided not to confine
the analysis to a single approach, but instead to try them all.
PRWEDZNG PAGE BLANK N0T yMMID
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4.1 Measure Definitions (Formulae), in %-Inefficienc
Let H i = size/speed of each HAL/S routine;
Al = size/speed of corresponding assembler language
routine
Measure T: An Aggregate of all code
N
1:111
—
T	 1	 1	 x 100, IN aN
rn^
I
Measure A: An Average of Us
N	 111
A	 N^;	 I X100
1
Measure WT*: Aggregate by Group then Weighted
	
I1	 1;11	 F.1 t
GNC	 j- I	 x Ia0 + wsm	 k w 1	 X 100 * w	 '-	 1	 x 103WT	 Sri ^	 %nk	 U5 >.nI
' 	J
Measure WA*: An Average of %'s by Group then Weighted
II	 li	 I1,
WA	
''1GNC NGNC
	 i. 1 
x 100 +W5M NSM ^. Ak - I x ] 00 + W0l NGZ	 AI w 1 x 100
*WGNC' WSM' WUI are size/speed weighting factors.
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4.2 Performance Weighting Factors Based on HAL/S-FC
Shuttle Applicability
The weighting factors reflect the relative ,dominance
of GNC, SM and UT routines in the Shuttle applications
programming. The numerical values shown below were computed
based on the best available estimates of relative sizes and
CPU utilizations at the time of CI.
SIZE FACTORS
	
SPEED FACTORS
(EXCLUDING DATA AREAS)
I
TYPE SOURCE SIZE
!
WEIGHT
GNC ALT MATED DROP
IBM SIZING 6 'TIMING
ESTIMATES	 (6/17/75) 18,559 0.672
IBM FDS' y 	 (2/17/75)
I
UI LESS BUFFERS AND 6,912 0.250
S	 CO.XPOOL
SM i	 LESS TABLES 2,133 0.077
., 7,604 1,000
TYPE SOURCE
CPb
1,1E I GHT
GNC IB;A SIZING S TIMING 117.3 0.732
ESTIMATES (6/16/75)
It
UI 30.5 0.190
SM I 12.3 0.077
160.1 1.000
4.3 HAS/S-FC Size Performance
The size results for the 14 test routines summarized in
Figure 3--16 were analyzed using the four measures of Sec. 4.1.
The comp".er, size performance, expressed as % inefficiency 	 A1
over assembler language, is shown in Figure 4-1. 	 I
3
a
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"3
Measure HAL/S
Inefficiency
1)	 T 10.3%
2)	 A 14.1%
3)	 WT 10.9%
4)	 WA 13.2%
Figure 4-1. HAL/S-FC Size Performance
Measure HAL/S
Inefficiency
1)	 T 7.7%
2)	 A 10.7%
3)	 WT 9.8%
4)	 WA 8.6%
Figure 4-2. HAL/S Speed Performance
(End-to-End)
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T4.4 HAL/S-FC Speed Performance
4.4.1 End-to-End
As listed in Figure 3-16, the 14 test routines contri-
buted 21 execution time results. This occurred because more
than one executive path was included for several of the routines.
The performance was then calculated using the measures of
Section 4.1, and is shown in Figure 4--2.
4.4.2 Alternate Speed Criteria
The issue of "end-to-end" vs. "no libraries" performance
was discussed in Section 2„2.3.1 of this report. The "no--lib”
data has been included in Figure 3-16 and was subjected to the
four standard measures. Figure 4-3 summarizes the groundrules
for this approach and the resulting performance figures are
shown in Figure 4-4, superimposed on the end--to-end data.
Note that measures 1 through 4 are end-to-end, and measures
5--8 are "no-lib".
Additional speed measures were created by the observa-
tion that the end-to--end aggregate timing data was subject to
significant influence by the test routine #2. Taken as an
aggregate this single routine consumed approximately 60% of
the total execution time. Therefore in Figure 4-3, measures
9, 10 represent compiler speed performance excluding the
results of routine #2. (Only the aggregate speed measures apply.)
4.4.3 Another Look at No-Libraries
Because of the inherent difficulties in extracting the
influence of libraries on the HAL/S routines, the consensus at
Cl was to examine the effect of restricting performance
evaluation to the set of HAL/S routines without any libraries
at all. (These routines are marked with ** in Figure 3-16.)
Using this reduced subset, and the standard measures, the
computed compiler performance is shown in Figure 4-5.
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^	 j	 I
i
^	 I
AN ALTERNATE SPEED CRITERION
THUS FAR, PERFORMANCE MEASURES HAVE BEEN BASED ON END-TO-END DATA.
HOWEVER, CODE GENERATOR EFFI:IENCY LESS
LIBRARIES MAY ALSO BE OF INTEREST.
THE ANALYSIS IS AS FOLLOWS:
FOR HAL/S ROUTINES	 FOR A/L ROUTINES
DISCOUNT TIME FOR; 	 DISCOUNT TIME FOR:
(1) LIBRARIES	 (1) LIBRARIES
(2) LIBRARY SET-UPS	 (2) LIBRARY SET-UPS
(3) FUNCTIONAL LIBRARIES AND SET-UPS
(WHERE IN-LINE CODE HAS BEEN
SUBSTITUTED FOR HAYS LIBRARIES)
Figure 4--3
Measure HAL/S
Inefficiency
1) T 7.7%
2) A 10.7%
3) WT 9.8%
4) WA 8.6%
5) T 9.7%
6) A 10.1%
7) WT 9.5%
8) WA 9.0%
9) T 10.7%
10) A 10.5%
Figure 4--4. HAL/S-FC Speed Performance
(All Cases)
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m.^
SIZE REDUCTION
T STRAIGHT AGGREGATE 10,23%
A AVERAGE OF %'S 9,51%
WT WEIGHTED GROUP AGIREGATES. 10,28%
WA WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF VS 9,03%
S
`r
Lj
1,
1
f	 '•',
- 4C1
i.
u.a
F'
Measure HAL/S
Inefficiency
1)	 T 17.0%
2)	 A 12.9%
3)	 WT 13.6%
4)	 WA 10.6%
r	 Figure 4-5. HAL/S-FC Speed Performance
L (Cases with NO Libraries Only)
{	 Tom°
ti
y..
a	 4.5 Effect of Compiler Optimization
The HAL/S-FC compiler has been undergoing an optimization
program in order to improve performance. The acceptance test
activities permitted at least a tentative assessment of its
progress. The data recorded in columns (1), (2) and (3) of
each test template (Figures 3-2 to 3-15) indicate the improve-
ment of the modestly optimized XC--8 over FC-5. The
results for all routines were analyzed using the standard
measures of Section 4.1; a summary is shown below.
-4?-
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4.6 Effect of Programmer Experience
The test routines comprising the HAL/S-FC acceptance set
were selected from existing procedures, coded primarily by
IBM/Houston and Intermetrics, with no particular attention
paid to demonstrated performance. As discussed in Section 2.1,
numerous iterations of both HAL/S and assembler lanaguage code
followed before the "best" results were achieved. The difference
between original and final speed and size, using compiler FC-8,
may be attributed to a programmer experience factor. Columns (2),
(4) and (5) of the templates record this data base and a summary
of improvements for each defined measure is shown below.
MEASURE DESCRIPTION SIZE REDUCTION
USIMG PC-8
SPEED REDUCTION
USING PC-8
T STRAIGHT AGGREGATE 36.10% 18.9%
A AVERAGE OF o ` S 25.20% 16.3%
14T WEIGHTED GROUP AGGREGAT : 35.90% 18,8%
WA WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF VS 26.10% 17.6%
t
i
t^
• FC--8 size optimization
Improvement ovsr FC-5 111 10%
5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
The L/S Acceptance Test exercise was characterized by
the sincere efforts of all parties to derive compiler perfor-
mance through controlled procedures and objective criteria.
The approach was highly successful.. The resulting performance
jr	
data was scrutinized thoroughly, discussed and finally accepted
L•	 by consensus, at the Configuration Inspection (CI) meeting.
The compiler performance figures as well as some obser-
vations on method and directions are summarized below.
5.1 Summary of HAL/S Compiler Performance
Based on the CT acceptance testing the following figures
may be stated for HAL/S-FC compiler performance:
HAL/S-FC Size Inefficiency: approximately 11-13%
1.	 over Assembler language
HAL/S-FC Speed Inefficiency: approximately 9-11%
over Pssemblar language
These specific ranges of values were selected as essentially
spanning the significant performance figures as derived via
the several measures.
The final values should be qualified as follows: only a
sample of Shuttle routines were utilized in the testing, the
Shuttle category weighting factors were based on preliminary
design data, the programming was accomplished by experienced
individuals (at Intermetrics and IBM/OWEGO) participating in
a competition -- not in the line production of flight code.
As a by-product of the testing, data was collected on the
secondary objectives of the exercise: compiler optimization
and programmer experience. The following characteristics were
noted:
i
•	 Influence of programmer experience
Reduced* the size of HAL/S routines by	 -25%
Influence of programmer experience
Reduced* the execution time of HAL/S
r M routines by n-17% 
f
A
* Using FC 8-^
r	 ;
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5.1.1 Additional Test Routine Results and Comments
At the time of the CI meeting and for a few weeks
thereafter IBM/Houston saw opportunities for further improve-
ment of the assembler language results for the User Interface
(Ul) subset, viz. Tests Nos. 10, 11, 12. In general by
utilizing global knowledge of the computations, significant
improvements were gained primarily through better register-
savings policies. The specific results* for these three
cases were reported as:
Test #
Assembly
Size
Assembly
Time
10 130 143.3
11 132 98.7
12 236 695.5
As a checkpoint comparison, Intermetrics re-worked
Test Routine No. 1.0 using some of the same design approaches
suggested by the IBM/Houston assembler language routines.
The new results for this routine became:
Test # HAL
Size
HAL
Time
10 144 161.5
Time and available resources did not permit a full-
blown post-CI activity; however there is no doubt that further
improvements could have been achieved on both sides, through
refined design techniques, the taking advantage of special
circumstances and the application of "trickier" code.
1tip
The performance values stated at the beginning of
Section 5.1 are not precise. 	 They can only reflect the
sample chosen and the effort spent.	 Perhaps an additional
tolerance of 2-3% should be applied to account for further
" G refinements.	 New data on these routines should not, however,
significantly affect the qualitative statement of HAL/S
^p
performance.
5.1.2	 Comments on Programmer Experience
The significant improvements attributable to programmer
experience signify that the HALES compiler cannot improve
^- HAL/S source code on its own, but - simply translates an original
design into machine code.	 The improvement comes from two sources:
(1) source level modifications that are implementation independent,
(2) knowledge of alternatives which take advantage of specific
code generator/machine characteristics. 	 Both approaches found
application in modifying the test routines.
- In many ways (1) reflects good programming deaign,
exploitation of logical structure, elimination of redundancy,
minimization of decision points, and full expression of the
language.	 (2), to some extent, is required because of the
mismatch between the instruction set of the machine and the
°- particular higher order language (HOL) at hand. 	 Unless the
AP-101 were designed as a HAL/S machine, i.e. executing HAL/S
statements (or their equivalent) in microcode, the opportunity
^w for varying efficiency from HAL/S statements to machine code
would always exist.	 Specific knowledge of how a particular
HAL/S construct is implemented can then become impootant when
i N high performance is to be achieved.
The HAL/S compiler design effort is attempting to reduce
this gap through code optimization, i_e. by substituting
compiler capabilities (and complexity) for required programmer
knowledge. Perhaps in future programs the higher order language
environment (i.e. the machine) will be more amenable, resulting
in greater standard efficiencies at less software impact.
5.2 Some Observations on Test Methods and Criteria
The HAL/S acceptance test activity was carefully planned
and controlled in order to insure the credibility of the
y	 results. Every effort was made to conduct the tests with a
maximun?.. of openess and communication. A number of important
elements contributed to its success:
1) selection of independent programming teams for HAL/S
` 	 and assembler language
2) establishment of comprehensive mutually acceptable
^-	 groundrules
.q A
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3) definition of representative benchmarks and common
data bases
4) requirement for successful execution, and full inter-
changeability, of HAL/S and assembler language routines
5) the sharing of design approaches between teams and
the maintenance of a friendly spirit of competition
6) the reporting of all data without prejudice.
In spite of the ite7ve_, "good" and "better" results for
HAL/S and/or assembler language wore achieved as a result of
differing emphasis. Figure 5-1 illustrates the point by
plotting the tradeoff between size and speed for Test Routine
No. 3. IBM/OWEGO selected a s?maiit,.r, slower solution than
Intermetrics. Figure 5-2 shows c:he march toward size improv-; -
ment by successful revisions of HAL/S source. The requirement
for "size" instead of "speed" or vice versa, was not clearly
stated in the acceptance test groundrules and, for the most
part, each team tried for both. Occasionally the results 	 =-!
became quite sensitive to the particular emphasis. In
retrospect, some criterion should have been established
accompanied by a weighting formula, so that the size/speed	 f
tradeoffs would be more explicit and better appreciated.
An interesting by--product in the struggle and competition
	
E
to achieve better performance was the obvious benefits of a
compiler in terms of increased productivity. Many new designs
and source modifications were attempted by the HAL/S team
because the compiler automatically attended to the details
of addressing and instruction selection, and provided
comprehensive diagnostics. The assembler language group
was more cautious and less inclined to change a working
routine because of the potential for programming error. The
result was more tries' at the problem for HAL/S and a better
appreciation for design tradeoffs. When dealing with assembler
language the prospect of re-doing a substantial program
became overwhelming.
* In Figure 3-16 some of the HAL/S results were, in fact, "better"`
than the corresponding assembler language. In these cases
the assembler language team had stopped at some point,
presuming that their routines had reached satisfactory
performance. HAL/S work continued, sometimes achieving
surprising results. 4 ^.
a
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5.3 Areas Identified for HAL/S Improvement	 U .
As a result of the test exercise and with the benefit
of discussions among HAL/S and assembler language team
members, a number of areas were identified for improvement
in HAL/S code generator and compiler design. Most will
contribute to time efficiency by substituting in-line code
for the current library calls. The features to be improved
are:
STRUCTURE MOVES
VECTOR/MATRIX MOVES
	 i
ZEROING OF VECTOR/MATRICES
MAINTAIN VECTOR OF SIZE 3 IN A VECTOR
ACCUMULATOR AND PERFORM SIMPLE
COMPUTATIONS IN-LINE
VECTOR (SIZE N) AND MATRIX ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION DONE IN-LINE
0 LOOP STREAMLINING
• COMMON SUBEXPRESSION
All items have become part of the HAL/S optimization
program.
LU
it
1. HAL/S-360 Compiler System Functional Specification,
Intermetrics, Inc. PDR2 #IM004, July 13, 1973.7
2. HAL/S-FC Compiler System Functional Specification,
Intermetrics, Inc., IR-59-4, July 24, 1974.
j Ti
T'T
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rsr_3rtrw
t GFr_3ELFM
( ;i hc_ <rLrH
I
1 GKr^:Et,F..
r
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i
1 GRS_3FLE4
1 rr.r_3:+rrx
t
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E
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1
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Appendix A.l
Original HAL/S Source
c3
94 v1 C:=_'ELEM:
94 ::J UOCEDtlT.^;
95 ri1 DPCLARE GFEV_PAIR AFBAY(3) SCALAR,
`	 -95 M I GFEV I FAULTPATRS INTEGER;
50 ;11 G.?V_PAIR = X8S(G?EV_DATA - Ga?V_DATA
	 );
sI 1 1 2
97 4 1 •GEEV_PAI.R = SDS(GREV_DATA - GREV DATA );
St 2 2 -	 3
93
'• I GREV_PAIR ='ASS(GZEV_DRTA - GREV_DATA
F,- 5.1 3 3 T
	
99 NJ
	
DC FOR G! 17 V-J =. 1 TO 3;
	
1C3 Nt	 IF GREVKIR	 GREV TOLERANCE THEN
_	 S:t	 GR EV_ J
'	 1}1	 {	 GBEV FAiLCR'.'F	 = G;. i'V .
 PAILCNTE	 + 1;
	
9 l	
_	
i;REV J	 GREY J
	
102 . I 	 SLSE
	
r)	 G  2 V_FAILCN T F	 - 7;
	
$9	 GREV_J
	
IC 14 111	 IF [GFEV_FA1LCNTRj	 0 THEN
	14{ y 1	 DO;
	
1G6 N1
	
140Rr = BITPTR - 1
	
10 41
	
DC kCt GRFV_J - 1 TO 3;
	
1^R y I	 IF GRFV_FAILC9TR	 >='GREV_FAiLCNT THEN
	
S 1	 GF EV_3
xl
	
1G'1 m I
	 G3U_ 14ULT?Aii S	 ON'.
	
S 1 	 GREV_J+wORD
	
115 K	 ELSE
I
	
!1C 4 1 	 G2EE_FAULTPAIi1S	 = OFF;
	
S I	 G: vV_J+^^O:,p
H3L/S ccm 121LdT1cH I N T E R M BE T R I C S	 I Y .^ SF.PT_3M8F.h 30,	 1975	 28:34:37.00 xAGF'	 11
STEW SOURCE CURRENT SCOrE
AI
i112 Y-1 DIT4 = GHEa_FA6LTPAIRS G:?E_3F.LE^ES ! 3 AT EiTPTR 1
E i {113 ti GREV,I_FAULTPATRS = INTEGER (BIT4) ; I GRE_MEW
<< 114 31 DO CASE GP.EY_I_FAULTPAIRS r 2; j GPE_3FL?'M I
11 2- M I ELSE GEr-31?LFM
117 MI + I	 GRF_3ELPH
116 !1 t0; A	 r E	 T1	 CR _3_L»"i GAS.. 1
`E 717 m I GRE :E_FLIPST ATUS	 = OFF; GR£_3FLF?S
E $! BITPTR+2 i
118 11 1 GEEE_SFFAULT = OFF; j GFF 3FL?4
S1 3 1	 °
119 ttI GREW FATLCNTR , GR7V FAILCNTR =
—
0; I	 GPF 3SLFr4
4
SI 2	 3 I	 —
120 nl END; I GR£_3ELRH
E
lit NJ ; j	 GRr_3L''LF:3 CASP 2
I
122 !:} II0; GE—Z_3ELEA CASE. 3
€ 1r.3 i'I C DF„ r.r IFSTATUS	 - OFF; I	 GF 4 3FI.£u f
E
51 BITPTR
El
^
124 N.I GREE_SFFAULT = OFF; Gnp 3'LF"f
e .:r I	
'"
I 125 NI GFEV_pAILCUTE , GR2V F&ILCNTR =_ 0; I	 GFF_3EI,ry _
EE 51 1	 3 1
f
126 11 END; I GFE_3F.LFM
_
E
w
127 H1 &C: j	 GF? 37Lrt4 CAS_
—
4
I 1"eE v j GEES,,,,: LI STATUS	 = OFF; G=F 37LE M
r SI BITPTR+1 I	
_
p°
129.M 1 GErz S=FAULT = OFF;
—
1 GPF_321?MS1 2
1
it
i
END;
	 GR7_3FLII71 DO CASE. F?fb
79 ? •`7 #
	
END: .	 GF?-3ELFM
134 MI	 CLCSE;
*** R L 0 C . K	 S U .M H A R Y x*ww
	
r
OUTER VARIABLES BSrD
GREY DATA , GREY J*, GgEV_J:, GREY TOLERANCE, GREY PAILCHTR*, GREV„FAILCI, 	 Sit9RD*^ BITP 'TB^ GRSV_FAILCNT, WORD, GREG FbUbTPAI:S*
EI44*, GPFE FAULTPAIRS, EI:°4, GREG FrIRSTATUS*, GREB SFFAULT*
I
1
HAL/S COMEILATICN	 .I N T F R M E T R I C S,
	 I R C	 SEPTF?!BF3 30, 1975 21:42:19.3T	 P.";Gr	 a
STMT SOURCE 0111 .91 scup_
62 111 GRE	 3Fi_::: AppendiX A.2 i
E2 "	 1 FFCCErurF; "B^st" HAL/S Source } GR7_3`17M
63 41 E=_CLARE GFEV_INL£X ARRAY(4)	 INTEGER INITIAL(1, 2, 3, 1); !	 GBF_3ELFN
'. 64 MI L£CLAEE PICK ABRAY(R)
	 TuTPGER INITIAL( 1D, 	 10,	 2,	 10, 0,	 1,	 10,	 10); 1	 GFT_3 --MFM
6°_ 1l1 LC FCR CDEV_J =	 1 TO 3; !	 Gr `^3T'Ir^i
66 ;1 1 IF ABS (GREV_>;TiTA
	 - GREV_,DATA } 7 GREW TOLERANC° THE`[ I GRE_3ELEM
!j 21 w	 GPBV_INVFX	 GREV_INDEX !
s 1 GREW GREV J+1 i
'• 67 31 G^.EV_F.AILCNTR	 = GREV_FAXLCNTR	 + 1; 1 GPE_3FLEM
S 1 GREV_J	 GREV_3 !
I	 , 6 p LE I ELSE t I GP.E_3ELEK
68 H1 GbEV_FAILCNTF	 = 0; 1	 GFF 3-LEM
i'
5 j G R" 0 !	 `^
69 k 1 EyD; ! GoE_3FLF-
70 t[ I IF [ GPI V_FT.ILC:IZA. ] ^= 0 THEN ! GF^_^FI,r'i
7 1 11 1 B0; 4 GFr_371F'! i
72 m1 TEAVOR.ARY ACC I4T2GER; !	 G?E_srLE
7^ 11 ACC _ e; I	 rp'_3=T,^`
74 "1 1 IF GPZV_7A T.LCNTR >= GREVFAILCNT THEN
s1
75 m 1 .. ACC = u: 1	 GF^_3"L^^4
76 !i1 IF GFEV_FAILCU T.R >= GREV- F'AILCNT THEN I GRF._3FL ^x2
77 `! 1 ACC =	 A.CC + .2; [	 g.r r_3rt ed
76 ,'t 1 IF GREV_FAILCVTR >- GREV_FAYLCNT THEN !	 GRE_3EiEH
a! 3 1
7a fl I ACC = ACC } 1; 1	 Gi?? _3ELr4
9C H1 CT;FP_FA4TPAlPS	 = SUUBIT(ACC); 1	 G:r_3cLt'v -------
$I 3 AT BITPTR !
E
Ai' w 1 10 CAS= ACC	 2; !	 G=n 3CL^'3
S 2 el ELSL I	 G?a_3 "L°`1
- ^"'^ -^.'r-#—tea	 L.-1.....,_,_„ ^	 l.a,...-.».,.....^	 ......,..,. 	 ...,.....
	
_,	 -,.F	 ...w..^:^s^ f	 e,^k^d	 "a:,+^--x^.^	 —^^l	 ..°J	 -"r_4	 F.. ......-..	 E..,...•...	 ^.'-,..,.. 	 .^ ..,.,w..i ... ..^:
..	
l^
h
HIL/S CCMI-ILATICN	 I N T F R M E T R I C S
	 I H C
	 SRPTEMBER 30, 1975	 21i42:9Q.31	 PAGF 1r	 f^ -^^—
S7 1,T	 SOURCE	 CUVP? VT SCOF=	 i3
	
82 N I 	 ;	 ( GPE_3FLPM 	{
	
83 li{	 E0;	 # GAE_3PLEM CASE Z	 i
	
EI	
.
	94' ?" I	 GREB-SFPAULT = pgF;	 # GP.E_3ELEM
	
51	 .3	 I	 i
	
8:5 It #	 GREV_FPTLCIITR
	 GREV_FLILC.NTR = 0;
	
S {	 2	 3	 ^ GT P_3 °LF'^i
	
P.6 PI	 F:ID;	 # GFF_3?Lr'!
	
E7:M I 	 GRF 3ELEM CASE 2
i.
	
as ml	 EC';	 ! r,FF_3ELEi; CASE 3
'	 E
S	 89 ."r{	 GREE 5FP1, HL!I ^ OFF;	 r3?M
Si
# GRE_ L3.
	
—	
#	 a
I
S
	90 H#	 GIIEV_FAILCUTP	 GREV FAILCNTR = 0;	 I GFF,_3 T_'LFm	 t
	
S)	 7	 3	
#	 {
ra
	91 v
# 	 ENDi	
g	 GFF_3ET.F%l
	
92 HI
	 &RF_3MLE". CAST- 4.
	
9 ?1 #	 GREE_SFFAULT = OFF;
	
# r
F_3FL£^!
2	
i
El
-G 
	
94 "1
	
GPEV_FAIMM GFFV -FAILCNTP. = 0;	 { Sg:_3rL»	 r. -
	
S I	 1	 2
E	
E rz {	 END; # G_ .._3. L.
	 DO CkS.. V.
€	 E #	
I	 +^--
	
97 . 1 1
	
GBEP_MRSTATUS
	 = OFF;	 GPF_.M'c"
	
SI	 SITPTR#PICK :	 i
	
SI	 ACC	 1
	9e !! I	 BUD;	 i G_ 3
	
93 vi	 CICSr,	 # Grr 3rLFM
K
.	 A,* B L C C	 S U 9 x A a Y* se^
^LII" YP^IA n L:=_ CS_3
C?cV J-, CFcV_J, CRIV DATA, GSEV_TOLEFANCE, GII_°,V_FAILCNTR * ,. G,IIWV_FAILCNfiR, r.REV_PAILCNT,. FITPT P, GoF:D^l?? rl l mpA7t^S r ^RFf^ FiFeil!-
P.
SUEECUTINE GRE 3EIEM
LCC O BJECT CCCE	 -
CCJ00
CC,:OCcG
CCJCC.31
CCJCOO2
CUO1.03
CC00004
'	 CCOGCCS
CC.0CCOc
F	 CCCCCC7i"	 CCC'0000
CCCuCJ1
CC+,O.0O2
CCCC:O03
CCOC:^r4
CC00005
CCCCCC6
CCIC007
CCE3300
CCv'C.0 E8C0
OC-311 C3xC 1003
OCCO3 963C
a
CC30CCE
;.	 CCJ.0O31;
CCO:003F
CC30300
CCCO300
FAG7	 2
GPC V°F q .1 14.52 n7/01/75	
....,
Appendix A.3
^C+]C3^C0
"BPSt" Assembler Language Code	 C1-"°^T'•{1.,n+Pr,ru 
C1- fitIX
t^1 -;err
0i F°?2ta
Ii1-A*fAI'.	 4
01- Arr.I^r
01-AMATtr
01 -FuAE'r
01-ANATU
01-ANATN
O1^hYhIV	 """^'_"
ADDRESS STACK AREA	 01--Ai1AIN
CLFAE LOH?R HALF` AS NULL LOCISL DATA PTR	 01-AlAin
SAVE BEGS AT CALL IN NIOW STAC(C AREA	 01-APU4
UPDATE STACK PTA	 )	 01 -AV,1%?
OCf^0500n
Q rs Z(1^.i, f^Q
OCeO7000
OCOMCO
00010000
AM ADR2	 SOUPCE STATFMENT
3 A3GRESCH AMAIN
4+A3GB£SCH CSFCT
	
5 +R0	 FOU	 0
	
6+R l	 FOU	 1
	7+P2	 2OU	 2
	
3+R3	 EQU	 ;
	
9+F.4 .
	YOU
	 4
	
10+R5	 EQU	 5
	
11+Rfi	 -^Q(r	 6
	
12+P7	 FQU 7
	13+FO	 EQU	 0
	
14 +F1	 EQU	 1
	
15+F2
	
EQU	 2
	
16+F3
	
EQU	 3
	
17+F4	 Fou 4
	18+F5	 EQU	 5
	
19+F6	 EOU	 6
	
20+ra 7	 EQU 7
21+	 USING STACK,
C000	 22+	 LA	 0,0(0)
0003	 23+	 STKc) NFXTSTK
0003	 24+	 LB	 O,NEXTSTK
26 ACC	 YOU	 6
	
27 S5
	
EQii	 61
	
2a S7
	 EQU	 63
30	 USING ODGRESCH,R1
31	 USING FLOCAL,2 .
SIIBI.CO'II'.IF GrE_3FLEX
LCC CEJECT CCDE ADF1 ADR2 SOUP" STATEMENT
,z 33 * ----------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 44
:. 34 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMP11 P 45
35 # ----------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 46
00004 9x16 0005 36 IIAL46 LH 7,KH1
37 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 47
CCOCS 97F5.17029 CO29 38.HAL47 LH 6,GP7VIWD%(7)
OCCC7 7FF5 CO - 2 CO32 39 LF 0,GEEVDATA(5)
CCL09 1DE7 40 LR 5,7
CCOCA 6516 CCCS 41 AH 5,KH1•
CCCOP 5FF5 A029 CO29 42 LH 6,GREVZNDX(5)
CC-33I; 5EF5 0032 CO32 43 SE 0,GREVDATA(6)
C003F £DO4 9011 0001 44 BNM IIAL47A
00010 781:8 45 LFCR	 0,0
00011 48F9 0016 CC16 46.HAL47A CE O,TOLERANC
C0013 DE10 CG1B 0004 47 BNH HAL49
48 * -----------HAL STATEMENT NU;iBPR 4:8
OC314 9EF5 E01A C01A 49 Lit ACC,FAILCNTR(7)
00016 EE16 COOS 50 AH ACC,KHI
30017 DF04 0019 0001 51 ;' HAL49A
52 *	 --------- . -- HAL STkTF'MENT NU-MBER 49
00018 CEE6 53 HAL49 .SR ACC,ACC
C0019 EEF5 EGIA GOIA 54 HAL49A STH ACC,FAILCHTR(7)
55 * ---------- HAL ST_ATEMFNT.NUMBER 50
001B E716. OCC5 56 AN 7,:KH1
OtCIC S71A . COC6 57 CP 7, Kit 4
9001E L466 CCCS 0019 5P. AL HAL47
59 * ----------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 51
CMI r 976D COIB 60. LH ACC,FAILCNTF+l
OC:IF EC71 001C 61 AH ACC,FAILC,VTR+2
CCO20 6675 C01D 62 AH ACC,FAILCNTR+3
00321 C4F7 CO3E CC61 003E 63 5Z HAL79
64 * ---------- HAL STATEMx' T NiI?IB7F 52
65 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBFR 53
0£0 .23 9D2D L2()n 66 LH -5,BITPTR
CC.024 9EE 6 AOOE CC GB 67 LH 5,FLAGS (5)
3CO-1 6 9016 9405 68. LII 4., Kit 1
OC{ 27 74F4 003E 69 SLL 4,(S51
00028 SE41 0010 70 LH 30FAnLTPPS
71 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 54
0Do29 9 r l6 CCCS 72 IN 7,K111
00O2A SE51 0014 73 LH ACC,FAILCNT
74 *	 ------ -•- HAL STATE sFNT NU,IBER 55
CCO2B 9FE5 E01 001A 75 HAL55 CH A CC, FAI-LCNTH (7)
00O2D C909 0030 0002 76 SH IIAL57
77 * ----- -- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 56
3CO2E 2HE4 78 OR 3,4
002F r710 C0.34 0004 79 H HIL58
80 .*	 -----•--- .	 - HAI. STATENFVT NUMBER 57
C0030 lI)E4 81 HAL57 LR 4,4
000	 1 E4E5 FFrF FFFF 82 XHI 5IX0 FPFF'
CC.0i3 23'E5 83 NF 3,5
64 * - -------- HAL STATEMENT NOUBER 58
CO?4 7405 0001 R5 11AL58 SPL 4,1
i', CQ ; 0716' CGC5 86 AH 7, Kit 1
CCO36 S71A CCC6 R, CH 7,KH4
PARF	 3
GFC VEA9.1 14.52 07/01/75
MOTE.:	 00012COO
:^CLl3CQ0
-1^11 4000
^COl50Si'
00!► 16v00
00017000
0001ROOO
CCC nl 9.nfi
OC 021DOO
^9022[100
C LIO23.O00
00024000
00025000
CG026POO
C0027000
00028000
^CO29000
00031!400
OS031100
CG732V()e
er033000
00034 "0
nrn351 0!1
Oon36?00
n-'03730CI
00030000
ntr,.4000n
OPC410en
00 04.2 000
err43nOn
C0044.r.00
C'D45Va,n
OrO46n 00
4Cnu7bca
0004V^C0
00^49000
(!G05C-DC0
PCA51DOO
CCO52*OO
0 053Cnn
^CO54POO
OPC5"Po
C r 05 f +n 00
P.0057c,P0
L^^549'90
0r?E X000
t'^`rfi115n0
^c+~rs3aG:+
r,rr63rrlr.
OOvf^6000
HAL/S Statement numbers refer
to an intermediate HAL/S
source and do not correspond
to .listing in Appendix A.1
or A.2.
,I
8.i
SUBFUUTIV'F! GZ%B_3ELEH
LCC CEJ^CT CGLF AET1 ADR2 SOU%CE STATEM NT
Of!037 LASE CO2B OOOD 88 SL HAL55
000.38 FE41 (010 89 STH 3,FAULTPFS
90 * -----•------ HAL STATEMENT NUMBFR 59
i CCO39 9T2D CCCB 91 LH. 7,BITPTR
CCO3A 9CF6 EOG1 CC07 92 LH 4,11ASKS (7)
} OCO3C 9LF6 ECC7 CCC7 93 LH 5,SHIFTS(7)
CCO3 7- 9FF6 :COB COOB 94 LH 7,FLAGS(7)
• OCOuO 23E4 95 NR 3,4
00041 r'3.F6 0031+ 96 SRL 3, (SS)
04042 ME COC9 97 SH 3,KH3
:. OCC43 LCZC CCUB 0007 98 BZ C,ASE1
00044 LB16 C005 99 SH 3,t4H1
is 104 * ----•------ HAL STATEMENT 'RUBBER 66
;1C045 T C6C CC61 D01B 101 CASE2 BZ HAL79
3CC46 EB.1E COC:5 102 SH 3,KH1
'C047 LCIC CC4F 0007 103 BZ CASE3
CCC48 6E16 C005 104 SH 3, Kill
CC049 EC24 CO53 0009 105 BZ CASE4
0004A EF58 CCC1 0016 106 B BAL79
107 * ---------- HAL STAT£MF'N"_' NUMBER 60
198 * --•-- --	 -- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 61
00049 5722 COC8 109 CASE1 LH 6,KH6
0004C 8F3A CCCE 110 SH 7,KH2
111 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBEE 64
0004E EE71 0010. 112 STH 3,FAILCNTR+2
0004B L.C8 CC51 0042 113 B IIAL70A
114 * ---- ------ HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 65
115 * ---------- HAL STATEME NT N1I1,MD.7F 67
CCG4F SE26 CO(`9 116 CASE3 LH 6,KH3
117 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 70
CCO50 V!6D C01B 11B STH 3,FAILCNTF+1
GCfl51 F.E75 C01D 119 HAL70A STH 3,FAILC1iTR+3
DCC52 all CO57 0004 120 D SUB
121 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUEB];R 71
122 * ----------- HAL STAT=BENT NVMBFR 72
GCOE3 9tr3E CC' CD 123 CAS£4 LH 6,KH5
OCO-54 SE76 C005 124 SH '7, Kiti 125 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUNBaF: 75
3CO55 E271 0010 126 STH 3,FAILCN T +2
J 00O56 BB61) C0 1P 127 STH 3,FAILCNTE+1128 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 76 
129 -------- -- NUMD 7F 63
130 * ----------
HAL STT MM ENT
HAL ST
A
T
E
:uE;1T Nit*tD£R 69
131 * - ~-
- 
HAL STATE}1-V T_ NUMBFF 74
OCC57 9D49 C312 132 SUB LH 5,SFFAULT
:C3!E 25M6 133 `E 5,6
i CCC59 EV49 C012 134 STH 5,SFFABI-T
135 *	 -•---- ----- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 62
136 * -------- --- HAL STATFMFIT NU4DER 68
137 * ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 73
JC:5A 51716 CCC5 139 LH 5,KH1
OCC`11 p5F,; 003F 139 ELL 5,(S7)
E OCCSC .E4i5 FFFF FFFF 140 XHI 5,X'FFFF'
u"CO5F 9E45 0011 141 LH 3,FDSTATHS
^i LCO`F 23E5 142 NR 3,5
Vt,Lt, IVUV
•	 OC^fRn^fl
0Cnl;annfl
0C 07 13 DO
t+rp71n0r_.
OCC72000
OC'173nCO
OGQ7un40
0(?^754fl0
00076000
00077000
00078000
00079PCO
A0080000
QC781000
OrIS200D
OCO83000
IC084000
PCM000
CC n 86907	 ----
OCVR7^n5
004BRn00
007840^0
00 090POn
OOng29CO
4CCo3n on
0Cnagrrn
ncnn5.n{Z
nC,ln^nfl9
pCngq^nn
?rr9orCn
Ocic cle
rC7r.^r,r
-^
O('1^3^r^
O!'1C4(tOO
CrIn{{('C
C(`1 c6cco
OC107npn
coICarnfl
	 -
Orlont~oo
CC11^00J
Of 111r.c•0
oC112pcn
nr 11300'0
nr11 ++CCO
0(`115000
rC1^^C40
^r11'lfpn
Cr 1lRnrq
CCl19^nn
0[127000
(`0121^CC
rc^^R9T^'N§RMn?Y'ray;,rmats,'.^s-r^+^^'•,-.caivK-..ray,.a:^-.s.cw-,...,Rx-r...,n='=*-^.se.+:..^ iRn ,..,,..n,..+a^s.a,!.s^R!:t w^as:e :r!r`.-a.rnsrts^e+Y^^ . a.,.^e^fx^^^m:.ass?.-:r^-+r^.M..^,m«^,	 ..	 ..
^w,^r+.r	
rs*.w..mxa^eanunvr^•a+wn,^,an..rrarvRa-yawn••••... - 	 a,.,r,.. ,	 zamaE,wxu ,_ - :.,r=^;.:
SUB50UTINF Gk° 3SLE4	 PAGE	 5
LCC CEJ°_CT	 CCEF 9DF1	 ADR2	 SOUFCF. STATEMENT GPC	 Y'. F 9.1	 14.;2	 17/01/75
CC060 E°45 0011	 143 STIf	 3,FDSTATUS OC'122rC0
144 *	 ---------- HAL STATEMENT NUMBEF 77 00123900
145 * ---- ------ HAL STATEMENT NU!SAFF	 78 9012'+^!^^
145 *	 ---- ------	 HAL STATEMENT NUMBER 79 0('1:5?00
147 HAL79 AEXIT 00120000
148+ t ** « *****F2TURN TO CALLER#####*#tt«*****«** «#####***t#sssst*«*«t*«#ra*
00061 CCFB OOCO CoC0	 149+HAL79 LM	 OLDSTACK RFSTORE	 PEGS AT FNTPY O1-AFWIT
JCOf3 C7=C 150+ BCFE	 7,34 F?TURN TO CALLER C'1-h=XIT
151+«*«s:s*t#t#t*s«ts*a«t*«t##tt«tt##*«isa**#«**s##t#ttt**««*s***#ttt:*#*«**
i
E^7 10
3bL F1C- V??3:Cr 6.1:	 ?FST_IVG f.' I_%GA_-?1TF ANr GRF_37MIMM HAL I`1P'7V T ^.	 GPC S?`:ULATnF	 V-"3T0 ! r'. 1	 ? ►.t;
. I-'TER SS T. C	 17CCCU O C3E20)0v C96_CDO!1 08-2)CO3 025?4A00 000^C 00 000100(10 0n)4000O
iEGISTFR S3T 1	 CCCCCCCC CeC W1 00 CIOCC-03C 00000000 OOOOo000 00600000 COOC0000 00000(_06
FLCA T_INC FT PEGS	 41215'i99 •3CCN: 00 COCCC^300 000000 1M OOOOOCOC 00003)03 300n 1)30C ^ M CCnn7
UPLATEC PS4	 06794A(C C0n1S100
ZLPS T1.1 -Z(S=CS) I'1.5rCT	 LCC	 = 4 3".'^I1CT	 L.H.SYM.	 Y- 14? 	 R. H.SYM.	 "Frr.	 OPERA MT)
Appendix A.4
Execution Trace
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Appendix A.5
Data Bases, Before and After Test
?tFCS£ GR: RGA ICIE AN!: GRE 31I.E`:
GF=u FAULTPAIFZ=
CCC(CCC)O
C 1 13 G FGA FAULT=
._:CCCC:G
GFSR ?EIRSTAIL_=
ll'.CCCL")
C711) C EGA FCIS STAT=
111111111
y :iB SFFAULT=
I0C
G
r
RxP ME=
^ l V
CZ1B G EGA SF FAULT=
1?1
:C15 S RGA EIIE=
111
GREY I=
PISPTP=
O
;SEV J=
J
GFEE STAIGS=
CCC
CG1E C VGA VAL FIG=
;11111111
"613 C FGA TST FLG=
^C.CCO^C^
==V FATLCN`T=
C21B T SIIRC PSES ZGA=
111
CGIV R RGA K=
I
3
;FF7 TCLEFAKCE=
CIO
:G 1V 4 PGA TCL=
s ccccc^i,—u1
C C t C C e .. C 1
=1 Y FAILCNTR=
:GIV S RGA FAILCKTS=
s
J O
a^
0
0
J
a
GF-- V IATA=
%.0
C.0
1
CGIV C FGA CAIA=
1, jssccSEE+CC
i.J55	 SP.E+CC
^^^cccccEr+CC
1, ISccScS-+CCi. IssisiEF+CC
7 , lsscSSEE+LC
I.CCS<5947+CO
i.c<G45ar^^o
;,CcccSS4E +CO
CGIE F FGA SF STAT=
OC3
CG1E 5 SGA CATA GUGD=
0
AFT=E GfI PGA FCIF ALIT= GF° 3FLE`!:
, rF2 -tUL'_'FATFS=
C21G G FGA FAULT=
ICCCCf{co
G[E2 EARS M US=
111'11111
C71P G ;r.A FCIS STAT=
':11111111
6HP SFFAULT=
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C11B G RGA SF FAULT=
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CC-10 S FGA EI'IE-
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^Fiv I=
u
L'IIP.9=
7
GFzV J=
4
G=LE ST',TG3=
111
CC lb C FGA VAL FLG=
'1111111
,:(;1E C FGA TST fLG=
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